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2. Variety of Erasers
(Do not need all of these, simple pink erasers are fine ..)
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3. Sketch book or scrap paper
*Any paper will do, thi s is for sketching out ideas and planning. I use a sketch book for
ideas, journaling, and notes.

4. Paper *One pad of 18x24 size sheets*
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Types recommended:
Fine Grain Paper:
Good paper for graphite, wax and co lored penci ls. Works well for smootlmess of shading and
tonal blending.

Bristol Board:
Multipurpose paper with medium or plate fini sh.
Plate is great for ink work and will also take wash work. Ideal for fine detail work.
Vellum- fin ish (medium or kid fini sh bristol) is smooth enough for ink work but has enough tooth
to accept graphite, colored pencil, pastel and charcoal.
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-Most of the time it says drawing paper on the front. I can buy a pad of paper for around $10.00
at Michaels in Destin or online.
*Avoid Newsprint, unless yo u are buying it for sketch paper*

5. Drawing Board
(Maybe as a class we can split the price at Lowes to cut a board down)
T hese can be purchased, or you may use a heavy piece of Masonite or 1/4 " plywood and bulldog
c lips. Or for a lightweight solution, Foam-core cut to size will work. Make sure it's 18" X 24" or
larger to match your paper sizes.

Materials can be found sometimes at Walmart, Michaels, Hobby Lobby,
Online, DickB/ick etc..
If questions I will be happy to answer 850-259-5863

